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PASTRY, BAKERY AND ICE CREAM PARLONS,  
COFFEE SHOPS GROWTH IN INDONESIAN 

 
 
INDONESIAN – ECONOMIC OUTLOOK  2018-2020 : 
 
Indonesia's economy is expected to advance 5.4 percent in 2018, higher than a 5.2 percent expansion in 
2017. Investment is projected to increase at a faster pace, due to the ongoing recovery in commodity prices, 
improved investor confidence after the country was upgraded to the investment grade by all the major 
agencies and lower commercial lending rates. Export growth is expected to stay robust in 2018, lifted by 
stronger external demand in line with faster global economic growth and the rebound in global trade. At the 
same time, private consumption is projected to rise on continued moderate inflation, a stable Rupiah and 
lower consumer lending rates. Inflation is set to rise at a slower 3.5 percent on the assumptions that there is 
no extreme weather disrupting food production. The central bank is predicted to remain watchful of 
administered price related inflationary pressure. This page has economic forecasts for Indonesia including a 
long-term outlook for the next decades, plus medium-term expectations for the next four quarters and short-
term market predictions for the next release affecting the Indonesia economy. 
 

 

CONSUMER LIFESTYLE TRENDS 

Consumer lifestyles continuously shifted, particularly in Indonesia’s larger cities, during the review period. 
Consumers in big cities started to appreciate more practical and convenient ways of serving and eating 
meals. Baked goods thus successfully gained more attention. Manufacturers easily capitalized on the rising 
demand by providing wider distribution networks and increasing the number of retail outlets throughout the 
country. They also increased category penetration by offering several new variants. This innovation 
comprised all areas, including bread, cakes and pastries.  Artisanal bakeries continued to lead baked goods 
in Indonesia, with a share of 49%. Artisanal bakeries successfully maintained their prominence because of 
their firm presence both in independent retail bakery outlets and retail outlets inside shopping centres, 
particularly in big cities throughout Indonesia. Together with a number of individual “homemade-style” 
bakeries, the franchised players continued controlling baked goods in Indonesia. Indonesian consumers 
continued to perceive baked goods from these bakeries as being fresher and of better quality. Middle-
income to high-income consumers maintained their preference for buying baked goods from these bakeries.  

 

PASTRY AND BAKERY IN INDONESIA 

 

Shows a potential to maintain positive volume growth over the review period. The middle- to high-income 
consumers are expected to continue driving volume growth of baked goods in Indonesia. The change of 
urban lifestyle, in which more consumers will enjoy the practicality and convenience of serving and eating 
baked goods as rice and noodles substitutes, will be the main driver. The aggressive promotion and new 
product developments from manufacturers will also boost the sales of baked goods in the forecast period. 
 
 
 
 
Other interesting shift are intakes of biscuits : Biscuits, despite the fact that Indonesian consumers are 
striving for a healthier life, a series of new products in sweet filled biscuits were launched. Sweet biscuits 
continued to be a main driver of biscuits sales growth imported or locally produced. 
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After a number of new products including Tango Crunch Cake, Orang Tua Group launched another new 
product, Tango Kraffel (plain biscuits). Another company, Dua Kelinci, which used to specialise in nuts, 
entered biscuits in 2014, promoting new products Deka Crepes (Choco Nut and Choco Banana) and Deka 
Wafer Roll (Choco Choco and Choco Nut). Both products are categorised as filled biscuits. A number of new 
products within other areas were also launched, namely Arnott’s Shapes Cheezy (savoury biscuits and 
crackers) and Monde Chocolate Chips Cookies (cookies).  Kraft Foods maintained its leadership in biscuits 
in Indonesia during 2013 and 2014 with a 20% value share latest available reseached. The company led not 
only savoury biscuits and crackers with its Jacob’s and Ritz brands, but also sweet biscuits, with its Oreo, 
Chips Ahoy! and Biskuat brands. The company targeted all segments of consumers. Oreo successfully 
maintained its lead in sandwich biscuits, targeting all age groups. Biskuat targets children, while Jacob’s, 
with its high-calcium benefits, targets adults who are more health conscious. Mayora Indah closely tailed 
Kraft Foods, with a 17% value share in 2014. Prospects, biscuits is anticipated to post a CAGR of 4% in 
volume terms over the forecast period. The category will face difficulties in reaching stronger growth, given 
that a broad variety of biscuits is currently available in Indonesia, with a number of players targeting all 
segments. The already significant penetration of biscuits is likely to hold the category back from posting 
higher volume growth. 

 

Prospects, the rising popularity of Western lifestyles and the need for more practical ways of serving and 
eating meals will continue to drive demand of breakfast cereals over the forecast period. The category is 
expected to register a CAGR of 10% in constant value terms. The growth will also be highly influenced by 
the diverse use of cereals, particularly RTE cereals in Indonesia. In addition to cereals for breakfast, cereals 
namely Koko Krunch and Nestlé Corn Flakes will gain more popularity as convenient snacks and main 
ingredients in homemade cookies. In addition, breakfast cereals, specifically hot cereals are expected to 
post solid growth given that Indonesian consumers are looking to achieve healthier lifestyles over the 
forecast period. Consequently demand for the wheat gains in Indonesia is increasing. 
 
Bread for the masses, the scope of downstream opportunities in Indonesia’s wheat flour industry, as well 
as the growing popularity of wheat generally, is closely linked to the country’s expanding middle class and its 
openness to international foods. Though often used too readily in market analysis extolling Indonesia’s 
economic potential, this emerging middle class has indeed already made a considerable impact in driving 
demand for breads and cakes purchased in bakeries – a trend that bodes well for the ongoing push to 
integrate other wheat-based baked products into modern retail outlets. Sari Roti, Country Bread,  
 
BreadTalk stands among the most noticeable success stories in Indonesia, having leveraged its 
understanding of local consumers’ current preference for bread as a sweet snack, as opposed to a 
replacement for rice as the cornerstone of most meals. The Singaporean bakery franchise first entered the 
country in 2003 and has since opened 162 stores across the nation, thereby precipitating the entry of new 
competitors including South Korean franchise Tous Les Jours.  J.Co Donuts, Dunkin Donuts, Paul Bakery, 
and many local brand bakery flourishing.  
 
Greater appreciation for bread and its subconscious acceptance as an ‘aspirational’ product demonstrative 
of a globally-influenced palate has also seen this wheat-based good experience a marked uptick in sales in 
minimarkets and convenience stores. Indoritel Makmur International through its Indomaret retail outlets has 
witnessed a 25-30% jump in bread sales (value and volume) every year for the last five years. Its leading 
competitor, Alfamart, in the first quarter of this year saw sales of its private label bread products rise by 
81.3% year on year, despite dampened consumer spending over this period of time. A full basket of 
opportunities, with annual wheat consumption currently reaching only 29 kilograms per capita – a fraction of  
 
the level seen in more mature economies – Indonesia has considerable room to grow in building upon the 
recent boom in demand for wheat-based goods.  
 
Foreign investors keen to tap into this swelling market should look to make headway by actively seeking to 
provide solutions to challenges inherent to Indonesia; namely, logistics and the consequence of poor 
infrastructure in distributing wheat products across the country.  With longevity very much a central concern  
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for both retailers and end-users, there are clear opportunities to be had for businesses offering expertise in 
effective supply chain management to lessen time needed for delivery. Insights into the use of natural 
preservatives, frozen dough and vacuum packaging are thought to be particularly sought after among local 
manufacturers in search of new methods to boost shelf life without sacrificing the product’s nutritional value. 
 
Given the relatively recent addition of bread to local diets, the sheer scope of new wheat-based goods that 
can be introduced to the Indonesian market dictates that there are also openings for international entities 
with extensive experience in product development. Those that have succeeded in this domain have done so 
by paying close attention to the preferences of local consumers, and their aforementioned predilection for 
breads that primarily serve as a vehicle for sweet taste.  
 
Furthermore, as local consumers’ taste for wheat-based goods becomes more sophisticated so will their 
expectations for product packaging. This is especially true for wheat-based baked items such as pastries 
and cookies to be given as gifts – an ever-present aspect of Indonesian culture that becomes particularly 
evident during festive periods such as Ramadan – moslem festivity where the majority of Indonesia is 
moslem. We try to compile information imports of machinery to see the growing demand of relevant the 
pastry, bakery in the country (selected pastry, bakery machines), Ice Cream as well as Coffee machines.  A 
special comprehensive market survey eventually must be done. 
 

Following some statistical datas of imports of machinery to the country and recorded with country of origin 

and market shares 

 
IMPORT OF PASTRY MACHINERY 2015 – 2016 (January-December)  

& 2017 (January-October) : 
 

Sources : Indonesia Central Bureau of Statistics 2015-2016 (January-December), 2017 (January-

October) 

Commodity

Value CIF (US$) Share (Value) % Variation Value (%)

2015 2016 Jan-Oct 16 Jan-Oct 17 2015 2016 2016/2015

280,377,371 192,994,260 163,188,395 85,693,785 -31.17 -47.49

CHINA 219,845,062 140,846,615 118,383,572 60,140,100 78.41 72.98 72.54 70.18 -35.93 -49.20

GERMANY, FED. REP. OF 3,026,945 5,571,844 3,822,698 6,926,952 1.08 2.89 2.34 8.08 84.07 81.21

JAPAN 14,782,191 9,169,613 8,223,998 5,564,838 5.27 4.75 5.04 6.49 -37.97 -32.33

ITALY 7,440,495 18,447,743 18,087,064 4,528,885 2.65 9.56 11.08 5.28 147.94 -74.96

TAIWAN 8,752,194 1,711,948 1,541,401 2,278,576 3.12 0.89 0.94 2.66 -80.44 47.82

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 1,076,530 1,855,659 793,482 1,808,471 0.38 0.96 0.49 2.11 72.37 127.92

UNITED STATES 3,440,765 2,993,790 1,835,837 1,502,294 1.23 1.55 1.12 1.75 -12.99 -18.17

INDIA 3,633,346 573,425 531,379 415,400 1.30 0.30 0.33 0.48 -84.22 -21.83

BELGIUM 4,158,225 384,169 351,125 368,729 1.48 0.20 0.22 0.43 -90.76 5.01

UNITED KINGDOM 123,439 107,878 107,878 315,729 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.37 -12.61 192.67

Country of OrigIn

Jan-Oct 
16

Jan-Oct 
17

Jan-
Oct17/ 

Jan-Oct16

Pastry, Bakery, Bakery Oven, Including Biscuits Ove, Other Than Part (HS 8417,20; HS 8417,80; HS 8417,90) 
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Based on HS Code :  HS Code 8417.20.00.00, 8417.80.00.00, 8417.90.00.00 (Bakery ovens, including 
biscuits ovens, others and parts), HS Code 8438.10 (Bakery machinery and machinery for producing similar 
products).  Imports Duties for this types of Machinery are : 5% plus 10% VAT 
             
Italy import in 2015 was US$ 7, 440, 495 increased in 2016  US$ 18,447,743 and US$ 4,528,885 (January-
October 2017).  In 2016  Italy holds market share 11.08 %  after China 72.54%, followed by Japan 5.04% 
and Germany 2.34%.   In 2017 latest available datas January – October, Italy market share slides to 5.28% 
placing in number 4 after China 70.18%, Germany 8.08%, Japan 5.49%. 
 

 
IMPORT OF BAKERY MACHINERY 2015 – 2016 (January-December) & 2017 (January-October) : 
 
 
While imports of Bakery Machinery HS Code 8438.10.10.00 electrically operated and HS Code 
8438.10.20.00 and non-electrically operated. Imports Duties for this types of Machinery are : 5% plus 10% 
VAT 

 
IMPORT OF BAKERY MACHINERY 2015 – 2016 (January-December)  

& 2017 (January-October) : 

 

 
Sources : Indonesia Central Bureau of Statistics process by ICE Giacarta 

 

 

Commodity

Value CIF (US$) Share (Value) % Variation Value (%)

2015 2016 Jan-Oct 16 Jan-Oct 17 2015 2016 2016/2015

Bakery Machinery and Machinery for Producing Similar Products (HS 8438.10; 8438.20)70,669,517 70,128,692 59,610,643 53,275,910 -0.77 -10.63

CHINA 14,957,662 17,577,006 14,726,990 12,656,807 21.17 25.06 24.71 23.76 17.51 -14.06

ITALY 4,282,424 6,479,656 5,304,124 9,345,733 6.06 9.24 8.90 17.54 51.31 76.20

JAPAN 19,336,459 7,007,324 5,539,167 6,151,583 27.36 9.99 9.29 11.55 -63.76 11.06

BRAZIL 0 393,075 147,251 6,136,920 0.00 0.56 0.25 11.52 0.00 4,067.66

NETHERLANDS 2,617,903 1,895,057 1,591,949 3,729,639 3.70 2.70 2.67 7.00 -27.61 134.28

GERMANY, FED. REP. OF 7,164,874 3,418,298 3,220,638 3,709,957 10.14 4.87 5.40 6.96 -52.29 15.19

AUSTRIA 115,154 12,019,363 12,019,363 3,447,176 0.16 17.14 20.16 6.47 10,337.64 -71.32

TAIWAN 5,663,352 3,760,620 3,407,765 2,232,765 8.01 5.36 5.72 4.19 -33.60 -34.48

BELGIUM 162,452 846,408 846,408 946,471 0.23 1.21 1.42 1.78 421.02 11.82

PHILIPPINES 2,406,409 1,813,359 1,285,094 913,032 3.41 2.59 2.16 1.71 -24.64 -28.95

Country of OrigIn
Jan-Oct 

16
Jan-Oct 

17

Jan-
Oct17/ 

Jan-Oct16
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Italy imports US$ 4,282,424 in 2015 and US$ 6,479,656 in 2016 and US$ 9,345,733 (January-October 
2017).  Italy holding market share of 6.06% in 2015 increased to 9.24% in 2016 and increased to 17.54% 
(January-October 2017).   
 
Main supplying countries are China (23.76%), Japan(11.55%), Brazil (11.52%), Netherlands(7%), 
Germany(6.96%), Austria(6.47%).  In 2017 (January – October). 
 
Positive trends are showed in the imports of Bakery Machinery HS Code 8438.10.10.00 electrically operated 
and HS Code 8438.10.20.00 and non electrically operated. 
 
Along with the growth of the pastry and bread and flour based products, cafe and bar are growing as interest 
of coffee and variety of tea drinking is growing as well as ice creams parlors. 
 

 

 

COFFEE – COFFEE SHOPS TRENDS IN INDONESIA : 
 
Cafés/bars was seen as more resilient than other consumer foodservice categories in 2015, particularly in 
comparison with full-service restaurants and fast food. In addition to the seemingly relentless growth of café 
culture among younger Indonesian consumers, the country’s cafes and bars have been adding more options 
to their menus. These new menu items include snacks, finger food and pastries as well as full meals. While 
it is now more common for cafes to sell food, specialist coffee shops in Indonesia have also been adding to 
their food offerings to include popular Indonesian and Western dishes such as fried rice, oxtail soup, chicken 
cordon bleu, burgers and sandwiches.  

Some returning customers are even coming back for the food on offer in these outlets rather than the 
beverages, despite overall sales still being dominated by drinks, with coffee leading the way. Furthermore, it 
is increasingly common for business meetings to be held in cafes, with lunch and/or coffee served 
afterwards. By serving more food, therefore, cafés/bars are increasingly presenting competition to full-
service restaurants and fast food. 

Starbucks maintained the leading position in chained cafés/bars in 2015 and the chain’s brand remained 
unchallenged by any other brands at any point during the review period. The outlets of this specialist coffee 
shops chain have become synonymous with the lifestyles of the emerging young urban demographic across 
major cities in Indonesia. These outlets have increasingly come to be seen as meeting places for various 
occasions such as social gatherings, group study assignments and business meetings. The strong 
reputation of the Starbucks brand, the professional, fast and hospitable service, the attractive and 
comfortable ambience of the interiors of outlets and its menu of popular beverages ensured that the brand 
maintained its loyal customer base of the forecast period and remained the most successful aspects of the 
Starbucks chain in Indonesia.  

Furthermore, the company often conducts promotions, including free upsizing when using the credit cards of 
Bank Indonesia, the largest transactional bank in Indonesia, to make payment. Furthermore, in an attempt to 
boost the usage of Starbucks cards, a pre-paid card which can be used to make payment at Starbucks 
outlets, the company also holds various promotions for customers using these pre-paid cards to pay for their 
orders such as ‘buy one drink, get another free’. Starbucks remained the highest contributor of sales to the 
food and beverage division of Mitra Adi Perkasa during 2015. 
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Italian coffee in Indonesia : 

Italian coffee are becoming popular in the market and present already in the market, Illy Caffe’, Segafredo, 
Lavazza, D'Angelo Caffe’, Lucaffe’, Zi Caffe’, Caffe’Vergnano, Caffe’ Molinari, etc   

Indonesia is a coffee producers, and with the growing interest of the Indonesian to promote its coffee 
products, many Italian coffee machine producers combine in promoting their coffee with using Indonesian 
coffee.  Therefore present in the market the Italian coffee machines such as among others : La Cimbali, 
Saeco, Universita’ Del Caffe, Delonghi, Promac, Gaggia, Francis-Francis, Sebastian Coffee Machine, 
Carimali, Anfim, Nouva Simonelli, Rheavendros, Vibiemme Espresso Machines, Victoria Arduino, Eureka 
Ginder, Brazilia, Faema, Orchestrale, La Pavoni, and others 

The fast growing consumption of coffee in Indonesia can also be observed by the fact that Boncafé 
International Pte Ltd (“Boncafé” or the “Company”) has completed the acquisition of 67% share capital 
holding in PT Caswells Indonesia from the previous business owners. The remaining 33% share capital 
holding will continue to be held by an existing substantial shareholder who will remain as a strategic partner 
of the Company in long run.  With this acquisition Boncafé will extend its business presence to Indonesia, a 
fast-growing country in terms of its annual coffee consumption growth rate.  

Acquisition of PT Caswells Indonesia fits perfectly into the Company’s strategy which aims to penetrate the 
Food Service channel, as well as the Single Serve market.  Following this deal, the Company expects to see 
great synergies on cross-selling opportunities of the Company’s and Group’s products (such as 
“BONCAFÉ”, “SEGAFREDO ZANETTI” and “LA SAN MARCO”) in Indonesia, as well as better utilization of 
internal resources that will enhance the brand name and operation efficiency. 

“This acquisition is a further milestone of the Massimo Zanetti Beverage Group to build up a strong presence 
in Asia, the pillar of the Group strategy to grow the Group’s business activities in the fastest growing coffee 
country and region of the world. The Group will continue to expand and look for opportunities to become a 
leader in Asia particularly in the Food Service channel and continue to enhance the relationship with our 
clients by delivering outstanding products and services,” said Pascal Héritier, Chief Operating Officer of 
the Massimo Zanetti Beverage Group S.P.A. 

IMPORT OF COFFEE MACHINERY 2015 - 2016 (January-December) & 2017 (January-October) : 
 
Coffee Machinery (82.10.00.00.00)  and  84.19 Other machinery plants and equipments for making hot 
drinks of for cooking or heating food:  electrically operated.   Import duties for Coffee Machies are 12.5% 
Import Duty and 10% VAT 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.boncafe.com/
http://www.boncafe.com/
http://caswellscoffee.com/
http://www.boncafe.com/
http://www.segafredo.it/
http://www.lasanmarco.it/pages/en/home.php?lang=EN
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IMPORTS OF COFFEE MACHINES 2015-206 (January – December)  

& 2017 (January-October)Sources : 

 

 Central Bureau of Statistics Process by ICE Office 2017 

 
Indonesian Imports of coffee machines are mainly from China, Korea, Germany, Japan, United States Israle, 
Thailand and Denmark. In 2017 (Jan-Oct) compared with 2016 (Jan-Oct). 
 
Market share of main supplying countries January – October 2017 ; China (22.37%), Korea Rep of 
(12.71%), Italy (9.42%).   Compared with the previous year of the corresponding month China (22.93%), 
Korea Rep Of (3.42%), Italy (5.59%).  There is an increased. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Commodity

Value CIF (US$) Share (Value) % Variation Value (%)

2015 2016 Jan-Oct 16 Jan-Oct 17 2015 2016 2016/2015

Coffee Machinery (HS 8210.00.00; 8419) 780,235,904 664,576,989 529,710,382 504,985,496 -14.82 -4.67

CHINA 201,807,814 157,223,138 121,478,758 112,962,983 25.86 23.66 22.93 22.37 -22.09 -7.01

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 61,609,190 24,908,735 18,091,292 64,166,568 7.90 3.75 3.42 12.71 -59.57 254.68

ITALY 31,372,301 33,609,271 29,594,183 47,563,756 6.21 5.06 5.59 9.42 7.13 60.72
MALAYSIA 55,950,590 73,128,209 69,833,980 45,504,750 7.17 11.00 13.83 9.01 30.70 -34.84

ISRAEL 28,425,279 52,472,694 52,472,694 41,973,184 3.64 7.90 9.91 8.31 84.60 -20.01

JAPAN 26,114,246 70,577,131 34,630,254 34,260,180 3.35 10.62 6.86 6.78 170.26 -1.07

GERMANY, FED. REP. OF 67,464,308 54,965,348 42,271,984 33,637,506 8.65 8.27 7.98 6.66 -18.53 -20.43

UNITED STATES 45,546,741 25,464,005 18,710,100 22,773,786 5.84 3.83 3.53 4.51 -44.09 21.72

THAILAND 12,508,507 15,504,472 13,195,486 11,599,714 1.60 2.33 2.49 2.30 23.95 -12.09

DENMARK 3,322,463 1,355,675 1,117,319 11,590,950 0.43 0.20 0.21 2.30 -59.20 937.39

Country of OrigIn
Jan-Oct 

16
Jan-Oct 

17

Jan-
Oct17/ 

Jan-Oct16
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ICE CREAM – GELATO : INDONESIA AMONG THE FASTED GROWING MARKET : 

The global retail ice cream industry revenue is estimated to reach $74 billion by 2018. Favorable 
demographic factors, rising consumer disposable income, and consumer's awareness toward frozen dessert 
mainly drive the demand. The retail ice cream industry includes retail sales of classic ice creams and frozen 
novelties. Classic ice cream includes special ice cream such as low-fat and non-fat, take home, and bulk ice 
creams. Frozen novelties include flavored ice, sorbet, and frozen yogurt. 
 
The industry is moderately capital-intensive as large numbers of players are competing with each other to 
maintain their place in the market. The classic ice cream segment contributed approximately 80% in global 
retail ice cream industry in 2012, whereas Nestle and Unilever, the two largest players captured one-third of 
the total market. New product development and innovation plays an important role as a growth driver for 
industry. Maintaining price and quality, brand loyalty, and consumer group retention are the biggest 
challenges for industry due to the large number of competitors in the market. 
 
A search done on gelato, sundaes or the more traditional Mr. Whippy, ice cream in all varieties has 
remained popular ever since Ancient Greece. And while sales of ice cream have largely been dominated by 
Western markets in recent years, it seems that rising sales of this dessert are rippling throughout the East.

A market search was done and reveals that the global ice cream market is expected to scoop sales of 13 
billion litres in 2016, with India, Indonesia and Vietnam among the world’s fastest growing markets. 
While India’s ice cream market has experienced a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 13% over the 
past five years, in 2017, volume sales in India are set to overtake those of more established markets, 
including the UK. Ice cream sales in India are forecast to reach 381.8 million litres in 2017, with the market 
forecast to reach 657.2 million litres in 2021. 

India’s strong CAGR is closely followed by Indonesia (11%), Vietnam (9%), Turkey (9%) and Malaysia (8%). 
On the other hand, sales of ice cream in other markets are flakey. Volume sales of ice cream in Switzerland 
have had a CAGR of -3% over the past five years, followed by Thailand (-2%), Denmark (-2%), the UK (-2%) 
and the US (-1%). 

China is currently the world’s biggest ice cream market, with sales estimated at 4.3 billion litres in 2016, 
followed by the US (2.7 billion litres) and Japan (756 million litres). However, in terms of individual ice cream 
consumption, Mintel research finds that Norwegian consumers are the biggest ice cream eaters, consuming 
9.8 litres per capita in 2016, followed by Australia (9.4) and Sweden (8.9).  Alex Beckett, Global Food and 
Drink Analyst, said: “Food historians credit China with inventing ice cream and Marco Polo for introducing it 
to Italy on his return from the Far East. Skip forward to the 21st century, and the rate at which Western ice 
cream makers are looking to the East for inspiration promises to see renewed momentum. The rapidity with 
which India’s ice cream market is expanding is worth noting. The low per capita consumption of retail ice 
cream in India demonstrates the exciting potential in what is the world’s second most populated country, 
although competition from street vendors should not be underestimated.” 

Indeed, with the East’s love of ice cream thickening, one in three (32%) ice cream products were 
launched in Asia Pacific in 2016, up from 26% in 2013. What’s more, the share of ice cream products 
launched in North America fell from 19% to 14% in the same time period. 

Clearly keen to get a scoop of the product innovation action, Western consumers are increasingly looking to 
try ice cream products with more Eastern inspired flavours. Over a quarter (30%) of Canadians would be 
interested in ethnically-inspired ice cream flavours, such as green tea or mango, while 23% would be 
interested in internationally inspired ice cream formats, such as Japanese mochi ice cream or Indian kulfi. 
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In Europe too, ice cream eaters are acquiring a taste for the exotic. As many as 20% of Italian, 17% of 
Polish and 16% of French consumers would be interested in trying ice cream with ethnic-inspired 
ingredients, such as wasabi, green tea or saffron.  “In the US, mochi ice cream, the Japanese treat of frozen 
rice dough around an ice cream filling, is set to continue growing in profile in 2017. Meanwhile, Thai-style 
rolled ice cream also continues to gain food press headlines in North America, often pitched as the next big 
thing in desserts. The Middle East also promises to become more influential for ice cream innovation. In 
particular, booza, a traditional type of ice cream from Syria and Lebanon, has one clear advantage which 
should resonate the world over: it is very slow to melt.” Alex adds. 

Growing appetite for vegan ice cream ; 

Mintel research shows that ice cream aisles throughout the world have been experiencing a dairy-free 
makeover. The share of global dessert and ice cream launches featuring a vegan claim has increased from 
2% in 2014 to 3% in 2015 and 4% in 2016, with Europe accounting for 59% of all launches in 2016. The rise 
in innovation comes as many consumers are looking to cut down on their dairy consumption. As many as 
three in 10 (29%) Italians say they are actively reducing their consumption or are avoiding dairy, followed by 
a quarter (23%) of French consumers, 16% of Polish consumers and 14% of Germans.  Germany, 
meanwhile, is a hotbed of non-dairy ice cream innovation, and accounted for 19% of global vegan dessert 
and ice cream launches in 2016 – more than any other country. This reflects Mintel research that 63% of 
German ice cream consumers express an interest in non-dairy versions. “Consumers’ aspirations to live 
healthier and ‘cleaner’ lifestyles are motivating them to increasingly prioritize fruits, vegetables, nuts, grains, 
spices and botanicals. Consequently, plant ingredients and vegan claims are becoming more prominent in a 
variety of food categories – including ice cream.” Alex concludes.

Gelato in Indonesia  

Gelato in Indonesia grows quite interesting, started from big cities, touristic areas such Jakarta, Banding. 
Jogyakarta, Bali, Medan, Malang, Semarang, Surabaya but now it is wide spread all over Indonesia. Being a 
tropical country demand for ice cream can expected to grow quite interesting. 

In Indonesia although there are consumer such in Europe (German) who express interest in non dairy 
versions of ice cream due to healthier and cleaner lifestyles in some market segment exist also who prefers 
fruit flavors sorbe and prefers organic, natural products, however major market segments are still 
appreciating a real Italian ice cream.  Ice cream is always associated with Italian. 

IMPORT OF ICE CREAM MACHINERY 2015 – 2016 (January – December) & 
 2017 (January-October)  : 
 
Statistical data from Central Bureau of Statistics process by ICE Giacarta are based on HS Code 8210 
(Hand operated mechanical appliances weighing 10kg or less used in the preparation conditioning and 
serving of food and drinks). Import duties : 10 %  and VAT 10% HS Code 8418 (Refrigerators, freezers and 
other refrigeraing or freezing equipment, electric or other)   
 
Import duties : 15% and VAT 10% - Sales on Luxury Tax 10% 
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IMPORT OF ICE CREAM MACHINERY 2015 – 2016 (January – December) & 

 2017 (January-October)  : 

 

In 2016, China main exporter of Ice cream machines to Indonesia holding a market share of 53,80% import 
increased by 23,47.  Italian market share are still very low in 2016 only 1.06% while in 2017 compared with 
the corresponding year (January-October) 2016.  

Importation of  ICE Cream machines are interesting latest available datas imports of ICE Cream machines in 
2015 is U$ 286,335,223 and increased to US$ 338,630,685 in 2016 and in 2017 (January – October) US$ 
257,154,743 compare with the corresponding month in 2016 slides a declines. 

However, Italian export to Indonesia for Ice cream machines HS Code 8210; 8418  in market share in 
percentage  showed an in creased in 2016 by 30.29% and imports in 2016(Jan-October) compared to 
January-October in 2017 increased by 47,83% 

In 2017 Imports of Ice Cream Machines and Freezers in value mainly from China(57.24%) 
Thailand(18.53%), Korea Republic of (3.39%), Vietnam (2.89%), Luxemburg (2.45%), United States 
(1.88%), Germany (1.69%). 

 

Commodity

Value CIF (US$) Share (Value) % Variation Value (%)

2015 2016 Jan-Oct 16 Jan-Oct 17 2015 2016 2016/2015

286,335,223 338,630,685 274,669,437 257,154,743 18.26 -6.38

CHINA 147,544,457 182,173,848 145,172,989 147,190,878 51.53 53.80 52.85 57.24 23.47 1.39

THAILAND 66,056,059 78,197,613 65,541,400 47,648,795 23.07 23.09 23.86 18.53 18.38 -27.30

MALAYSIA 9,781,130 18,830,470 16,452,916 9,426,052 3.42 5.56 5.99 3.67 92.52 -42.71

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 20,461,667 9,597,086 7,995,393 8,706,254 7.15 2.83 2.91 3.39 -53.10 8.89

VIET NAM 1,543,172 4,185,543 2,849,286 7,426,289 0.54 1.24 1.04 2.89 171.23 160.64

LUXEMBOURG 4,252,912 8,419,567 7,366,453 6,288,576 1.49 2.49 2.68 2.45 97.97 -14.63

UNITED STATES 9,185,651 7,165,802 5,917,023 4,824,082 3.21 2.12 2.15 1.88 -21.99 -18.47

GERMANY, FED. REP. OF 1,871,795 3,790,685 2,834,905 4,351,706 0.65 1.12 1.03 1.69 102.52 53.50

ITALY 2,765,138 3,602,581 2,923,765 4,322,131 0.97 1.06 1.06 1.68 30.29 47.83
JAPAN 3,816,562 3,884,375 3,069,823 2,941,250 1.33 1.15 1.19 1.14 1.78 -4.19

Country of OrigIn
Jan-Oct 

16
Jan-Oct 

17

Jan-
Oct17/ 

Jan-Oct16

Ice Cream Machinery (Hs 8210; 8418)
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PROSPECT : 

The expansion of cafés/bars is expected to remain interesting 2017-2018, in line with the anticipated 
improvements in the Indonesian economy and higher general spending on consumer foodservice. Café 
culture is still far from reaching saturation point in Indonesia and many cafes and specialist coffee shops are 
still available in more developed cities. The ongoing development of this category in Indonesia is expected to 
boost demand for cafés/bars in the future especially as it is seen more as part of a specific lifestyle than as 
an absolute necessity. The continuous infrastructure developments such as the toll roads that are currently 
built across the islands of Sumatra and Java are likely to spread to other islands and this is expected to 
benefit specialist coffee shops, a category in which outlets are often present in travel locations.  

The numbers of rest areas positioned along these toll roads are increasing as they offer facilities for resting 
in the middle of long journeys. The number of these rest areas is set to remain commensurate with the 
length of toll roads connecting major cities in Indonesia. Despite this, however, retail and standalone 
locations are set to remain dominant in cafés/bars during the forecast period, although the value share of 
travel locations is set to increase in the category.  With the stable economy and the growing of the malls, 
recreational areas, residential cafe, restaurants are expected to continue to grow although consumer retails 
are struggling. Food and beverage industry remain interesting. With the shift of food habits, western where 
Italian food are becoming one of the popular food therefore, demand for the food beverage products 
including the relevant machinery needed for the horeca Hotel, Restaurants and coffee shops including ice 
cream parlons are interesting.   

Indonesia population totaling around 260 million individuals, Indonesia is the fourth-largest country in terms 
of population size. Age Structure of Indonesia. One important strength of Indonesia's demographic 
composition in relation to its economy is that the country has a young population. This young population 
implies a - potentially - large workforce (thus making it of vital importance that this workforce can be 
educated to obtain higher skills and can be absorbed by employment opportunities). Indonesia's total 
median age is 28.6 years (2016 estimate). This indicates that one half of the population is older than 28.6 
years, while the other half is younger than this figure. When divided in sexes the female median age is one 
year older (29.1 years) as compared to the male counterpart (28.1 years).  Which are productive age which 
means have a relatively good buying power. 

Indonesian income growth expected for the world’s fourth largest middle class. Indonesia has the world’s 
fourth largest middle class with 17.3 million households as of 2014, behind the USA at 25.3 million, India at 
74 million, and China at 112 million. Besides its large size, what makes the country’s middle class so full of 
potential is the fact that middle class purchasing power in Indonesia is set to rise strongly, which will give 
Indonesian middle class households considerably more room for discretionary spending and a reason to be 
optimistic about the future. A forecasts that Indonesia’s median disposable income will reach US$11,300 (in 
constant 2014 prices) per household, up from US$6,300 per household in 2014. Meanwhile, the country’s 
middle class will expand to around 20 million households by 2030, which will create an important consumer 
base to drive demand and spending in the country. 

Businesses targeting the Indonesian middle class consumer can expect the greatest opportunities in health 
goods and medical services, leisure and recreation, and hotel and catering. 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE : Important notes for companies interested to export to Indonesia, must choose the 
right partner, in addition, the company must keep updated on the import regulation to the country.  Very 
important to note that in 2019 October, all food products must have HALAL Certificate.  Therefore before 
exporting to Indonesia, Italian food and beverage exporters must obtain halal sertificate in advance. 


